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ABSTRACT. In this paper the problem of controlling a bar supporting, at one end a 
pointer and hinged, at the other end, to a structural system vibrating under any exter~al 
excitation is investigated. The problem is to maintain the pointer toward the target with 
a prescribed tolerance. Emphasis is put on the uncertainty, which characterises the prob-
lem and a simple fuzzy controller approach is ciiscussed. Some numerical simulations are 
presented. 
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1. Introduction 
The control of a structure can pursue two different objectives. [Cassiati et al. 
(1998) , Kobori et al. (1999)]: 
- To reduce the response to extreme external excitation in order to reduce the 
stresses and hence to increase the system reliability; 
- To respect service ability constraints even when external disturbances would 
prevent from it . · 
This paper approaches the latter problem in which the control of a bar sup-
porting, at one end, a pointer and hinged, at the other end~ to a structural system 
vibrating under any external excitation is considered. The problem is to maintain 
the pointer toward the target with a prescribed tolerance. Further, since fuzzy 
control is a recognised alternative to standard control tools allowing the resolution 
of imprecise or uncertain information, [Casciati and Faravelli (1991)], a fuzzy-chip 
controller is introduced in order to incorporate uncertainty and to ensure robustness. 
2. Problem formulation 
With reference to figure 1, consider the bar 001 of length L and mass m. It 
is supported by a hinge 0 while PQ = u(t) is regarded as a control distance. The 
control action is provided by a linear electromagnetic engine. The supporting hinge . 
0 and the point P are kept in a table which moves along the horizontal direction 
OR. 
The motion of the bar is controlled by the control distance PQ = u(t). The 
initial value of u(t) is u(t0 ). Let x(t) be the displacement time history with the 
initial values x(to) = xo, ±(to) = ±o. 
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Fig. 1. The bar supporting a pointer on a vibrating table 
The goal is that during the motion the line 001 always goes into a €-neighborhood 
of the point B 0 of position y0 , E being a given positive number. It can be expressed 
as 
Yo - c::; y(t) ::; Yo+ E, 
where y(t) denotes the position of point B. From the triangle OPQ one has 
PQ2 = OP2 + OQ2 - 20P · PQcosB(t) 
or 
u 2(t) = h2 + £2 - 2hf cos B(t). 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
Now the control problem can be formulated as follows: find the control law u(t) 
such that condition (2.1) is satisfied during the motion, x(t) being measured by an 
adequate sensor. 
3.. F\illy deterministic case (Exact measurement and perfect control) 
Suppose that the measurement of the horizontal motion x(t) can be obtained 
exactly and the control process can be operated perfectly. In this case it is possible 
to find a control law in such a way that the bar 001 always goes into the point B0 . 
In fact, one gets\.from the triangle ORB: tanB(t) = RB0/0R, or 
tanB(t) = x(~) · (3.1) 
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Substituting (3.1) into (2.2) one can express the control distance in terms of the 
horizontal motion x(t): 
u2(x) = h2 + £2 - 2hf. x 
VYo + x 2 
(3.2) 
Thusj at every value x, control law (3.2) imposes on the control distance u(t) . to keep 
the straight line 001 in B0• It is seen from (3.2) that the control law is a non-linear 
function of the input x(t). 
4. The role of uncertainty 
Case 1. Exact measurement and time-delay control 
Suppose that. the measurement of the horizontal motion i'( t) can be obtained 
exactly and the control process operates with a time delay r. So, at the time instant 
t, instead of the required controlled distance u(t) one can only produce u(t-r) which 
will cause a deviation from the point Bo denoted as !:lnyo. The deviation depends 
on the time t and the time delay T and can be calculated as follows. At time tone 
should have y0 = x(t)tanO(t), but due to time-delay in the control operation, one 
gets 
Yo+ !:lnYo = x(t)tanO(t - r). (4.1) 
Putting in (3.1) t by t - T yields 
Yo= x(t - r)tanO(t - r) . (4.2) 
Using (4.1) and (4.2) gives 
" . ( ) _ { x(t) - x(t - r)} 
L..l.DYo t - ( ) Yo· xt-T (4.3) 
Case 2. Noised measurement and perfect control 
Suppose that one can measure only the acceleration and the horizontal motion 
x(t) is obtained by a double integration. Thus, there is some error or noise €N(t) in 
the data of x(t). So, instead of the exact x(t) one has a noised input z(t) for the 
control procedure, 
z(t) = x(t) + c:N(t) . (4.4) 
At the time instant t, according to the input z(t) and the control law (3.1), the 
control distance uN(t) will produce angle ON(t) such that one has 
z(t)tanON(t) =Yo· (4.5) 
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But the exact position at t is x(t). So, the control uN(t) will cause a deviation from 
t:he point Bo denoted as ANYo and one has 
x(t)taneN(t) =Yo+ ANYo· (4.6) 
Using ( 4.5) and ( 4.6) yields 
\ _ -cN(t) 
6NYo(t, - x(t) + cN(t) Yo· (4.7) 
Case 3. Noised measurement and time-delay control 
The present case considers some error or noise c N ( t) in the data of x ( t) and 
together a time-delay control. The total deviation from the point Bo is due to both -
the noise and the time delay. At time t, according to the input z(t) and the control 
law (3.1), the control distance uN(t) will produce angle ON(t) satisfying condition 
(4.5). But due to the time delay in the control procedure, instead of ON(t) one can 
only produce ()N(t - r). On the other hand, at time t, the 'exact position is x(t). 
Thus, with the exact position x(t) and the controlled angle ON(t - r) the bar 001 
will go into the point Be with the notation RBe = Ye(t). One has 
Ye= x(t)taneN(t - r) . (4.8) 
Entering t - r instead oft in ( 4.5) yields . 
Yo= z(t - r)tanON(t - r). (4.9) 
Denoting the deviation of the point Be and Bo by .6.yo = Ye - Yo and using (4.8), 
( 4.9) one gets 
.6. ·( ) _ x(t) - z(t - r) _ x(t) - x(t - r) 
Yo t - z ( t - r) Yo - x ( t - r) Yo 
x(t) - x(t - r) { x(t - r) - z(t - r)} x(t - r) - z(t - r) 
+ x(t-r) Yo z(t-r) + z(t-r) Yo · 
· Alternatively, using ( 4.3) and ( 4. 7) yields 
1 
.6.yo(t) = .6.vyo(t) + .6.NYo(t - r) + -.6.vyo(t).6.NYo(t - r). (4.10) 
Yo 
It is seen from ( 4.10) that in the case of noised measurement and time-delay control 
the total deviation is not a simple sum of deviation (4.3) and (4.7) but there are 
interactions between them. 
5. Numerical simulations 
For the numerical simulation the following data are assigned: 
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OQ = 60cm PR= 300cm 
OP= 80cm RB0 = 241 cm 
The horizontal motion is taken as 
x(O) = 380 cm u (O ) = 45 cm 
cos e0 = 0.83. 
x(t) = 380 + 7.5(sin2t + 0.3sin3t + 0.1 sin6t) (cm) 
The measurement noise is proposed as 
Em(t) = 0.75(0.1sin12t + 0.08sin 18t) . 
The time history of the horizontal motion x(t) is shown in the Fig. 2. Plots of 
6.DYo(t) versus t are given in Fig. 3 for different values of time-delay T. It is seen 
that the deviation from the point B0 may be large when the time-delay increases. 
Plots of the deviation from Yo due to noise 6.NYo(t) versus tare shown in Fig. 4 while 
Figure 5 presents the deviation for both cases of time-delay control and measurement 
noise considered together. 
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Fig. 2. Horizontal motion x(t) 
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Fig. 3. Deviation from Yo when there 1s a t ime-delay m the control action 
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Fig. 5. Deviation from Yo due to time-delay in control and measurement noise 
6. Adopting a fuzzy controller 
Previous sections show that if there is a time-delay T in the control operation and 
the measurement noise c N (t) is known, some relations between those values and the 
deviation .6.yo(t) can be established. In practice, however, T and cN(t) are unknown 
and random in nature. In this context the fuzey control theory is an alternative tool 
to treat uncertain information (Casciati et al. (1996), Casciati et al (1999)]. First 
of all, since we are interested in the relative motion of x(t), so the point with zero 
coordinate is located now at the initial value x0 . The fuzzy universe of the relative 
horizontal motion, rx can be devised, for example, into 5 fuzzy subsets: 
M 1 { rx I rx is large positive} 
M2{rx I rx is positive} 
1Vf3{rx I rx is zero} · . 
M4 { rx I rx is negative} 
M5 { rx I rx is large negative} . 
Corresponding to 5 fuzzy subsets 1\..fi{rx }, i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 one can define 5 fozzy 
subsets of the fuzzy universe of the control action, ca: 
A1 {ca I ca is large positive} 
A2{ ca I ca is positive} 
A3 {ca I ca is zero} 
A4 {ca I ca is negative} 
A5 {ca I ca is large negative} 
The members.hip functions 9f these fuzzy subsets are then selected. The next 
step is to find the fuzzy rules determining the control. . For this purpose a control 
strategy may be adopted as follows: The relative motion is positive (negative) large, 
a positive (negative) large control action is required. The problem in Figure 1 
is presently being testeQ.. Therefore:, the details of the rule table and the fuzzy 
controller are demanded to another paper. 
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7. Conclusions 
This paper provides the mathematical model, which governs the motion of a 
pointer located on a vibrating system. It is obtained that in the case of exact mea-
surement and perfect control the control law is determined as a non-linear function 
of the horizontal motion of the vibrating system. The total deviation of the point~r 
from the target is also presented for the case of noised measqrement and time 9:elay 
control. F\irther, emphasis is put on the uncertainty which characterizes the prob-
lem and a simple fuzzy c01;1troller approach is discussed. The optimal qesig11 of such 
a controler is presently in progress, supported by laboratory testing. 
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DIEU KHIEN DAU NGAM NAM TREN MQT H~ DAO DQNG 
Bai bao trlnh bay van de dieu khien m<)t. dam mang m<)t dau ngam va dugc da 
b~ng m<)t kh&p quay tren m<)t h~ dao d<)ng du&i kich d<)ng dia ngo~i h,rc. Van de 
dieu khien dugc ~t ra, theo do can gifr cho dau ngam luon luon nga)Il vao m<)t ffil,lC 
tieu cho tnr&c v&i m<)t d(> chinh xac nao do. Cac yen to ngau nhien ~c tpmg cho 
bai t.oal). da dugc phan t.lch ky va m<)t bl) dieu khien mcr dan gian da duqc de ngh! 
frng dl_mg. Cac thi nghi~m kiem tra dang duqc thl_rc hi~n ;ih~m danh gia d9 chinh 
xac dia van de trim ca s& m9t so t.lnh toan mo phc'mg so. 
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